Abstract. Using angle-dependent photoemission spectra of core and valence levels we show that metallic, single crystal K3C60 is terminated by an insulating or weakly-conducting surface layer. We attribute this to the effects of strong intermolecular correlations combined with the average surface charge state. Several controversies on the electronic structure are thereby resolved.
Studies on the A 3 C 60 family continue to expose important aspects of superconductivity in correlated materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , after a largely successful explanation of the superconductivity in terms of standard Bardeen-CooperSchriefer (BCS) theory [7, 8] . K 3 C 60 with a T C of 19 K has become the primary testing ground of fulleride superconductivity. One of the key quantities in any theory of superconductivity or metallicity is the finite densityof-states at the Fermi level, N (E F ) [3, 4, 8] . The distribution of the density-of-states is another, whose structuredependence, e.g., has implications for superconductivity [8, 3] . Both of these aspects of the electronic structure are in principle accessible experimentally in photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), which was indeed instrumental in the initial identification of the alkali fulleride phases [9, 10] , and was used,e.g., to characterize the BCS-like gap in K 3 C 60 and Rb 3 C 60 [11] . However, there are discrepancies between the theoretical description and experimental observations in the magnitude of important quantities. E.g., the LUMO-derived conduction band as observed in PES is much broader than theory predicts, suggesting that PESderived determinations of N (E F ) are unreliable [8] , with the result that the character of the surface electronic structure of single crystal K 3 C 60 has been strongly debated. The discussion was based on virtually identical spectra: in one model, the surface fulleride layer has a charge of -3 per molecule as in the bulk, and with an identical electronic structure [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ; in the other model, the ava e-mail: joachim.schiessling@fysik.uu.se b e-mail: paul.bruehwiler@empa.ch erage charge is -1.5 or -2.5, with a primary role for the surface implied for superconductivity [11, 18] . While the latter view is somewhat controversial, it is the only work thus far which incorporates the important effects of ionicity on the allowed surface structures [18] . In both models, many-body effects are deduced to play a dominant role in the experimentally observed density-of-states [6, 8, 11, 14, [16] [17] [18] , placing constraints on their theoretical description.
These constraints turn out to be greatly relaxed (towards the current theoretical picture [1, 8] ) if one admits the possibility of an insulator-like surface electronic structure. This has been ruled out previously based on a fundamental assumption that the spectra contain no observable subsurface contributions [11, 12, 16, 17] . We show for the first time using angle-dependent PES that the subsurface contributions can be clearly identified, and are derived from a metallic state. This implies that the PES measurement of a BCS-like gap opening at E F is associated with a direct measurement on the bulk superconductor, and not a proximity effect or exotic surface metallic state [11, 18] . The surface contribution is also extracted, characterized as due to an insulating phase, and shown for all bands except the LUMO-derived conduction band to dominate the spectra. We rationalize the occurence of this phase in terms of a half-integer charge state [18] at the surface of the ionic compound K 3 C 60 , whose overall insulating character is driven by intermolecular electronic correlation effects.
The experiments were carried out at Beamline I511 at MAX-lab [19] at MAX-lab, Sweden, which is comprised of a modified SX700 monochromator and a Scienta 200 photoelectron analyzer. The spectra were excited using linearly-polarized undulator light incident at about 82
• from normal; note that the direction of radiation incidence was (almost) in the plane of the sample surface and sample and analyzer could be rotated around the direction of light incidence.
The K 3 C 60 single crystal sample was prepared in situ in a standard UHV preparation chamber with a base pressure of 2 × 10 −10 by the so-called vacuum distillation procedure [20] . Alternating layers of C 60 and K were sublimated onto the (111) surface of a clean Cu crystal. After each deposition cycle the stoichiometry was checked with PES to be below x = 3 in this stage of sample preparation, using published spectra [14, 20] as references. After the deposition was completed the sample was annealed at 600 K for 6 hours to sublime excess C 60 , resulting in a single phase. The typical hexagonal low energy electron diffraction pattern was obtained. The photon energy (energy resolution, analyzer accaptance angle) was 110 eV for the LUMO (40 meV, 4
• ), valence spectra (80 meV, 6
• ) and 350 eV (150 meV, 9
• ) for the C 1s. The large photoelectron analyzer acceptance angle ensured that information from the entire Brillouin Zone was collected. The polarization was aligned along the emission direction to maximize the excitation cross section [21, 22] .
The LUMO-derived spectra of a single crystal of K 3 C 60 are shown in Fig. 1(a) , taken at two emission angles. The spectra strongly resemble previous spectra of single crystal [12, 11, 14, 18] and other high-quality samples [10, 16] . It is apparent that the ratio of the spectral intensity near E F to that at 0.6-0.8 eV decreases as the emission angle increases. We will show that this is because the intensity near E F is associated with bulk states, in accord with the short mean free path for electrons at this energy [22] .
The clearest evidence for the presence of different phases in the sample is seen in the spectra of the deeper levels, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . These have a complex structure, much richer than that of pure C 60 , in spite of the theoretical expectation of quite comparable separation and width for both cases [23] . We note first the excellent correlation between the C 60 and K 3 C 60 spectra: the HOMO-derived and deeper bands show an almost one-to-one correspondence, here visualized by associating a shoulder or small intermediate peak in K 3 C 60 with each of the C 60 bands. Moreover, for each such structure, there is a second, stronger peak to higher binding energy throughout the K 3 C 60 spectrum. The K 3 C 60 C 1s spectrum, placed for comparison below the valence data, gives a second example of such a structure, which closely matches the intensity distribution of the onset of the HOMO-derived intensity. The binding energy difference between C 1s and HOMO is virtually constant for all cases of charge transfer to C 60 [22] , especially for the ordered bulk fullerides at different alkali concentrations, including pristine solid C 60 . Hence the excellent agreement in the lineshape is not surprising if the doublet structure can be traced to fulleride ions at different charge states near the surface of the sample.
We next analyze the relatively simple C 1s line in terms of its components, to subsequently elucidate the valence manifold. This analysis is visually summarized in Fig. 2(a) and (b) . Spectra taken at different emission angles are seen to have different component intensity ratios, comparing the shoulder at low binding energy to the main peak. By taking such spectra and scaling one to match the other at high or low binding energy, difference spectra are obtained which resolve the data into two components: a weaker one at low binding energy with an asymmetric profile, and a stronger, almost symmetric line at higher binding energy [24] . Only one of the phases represented by these peaks can correspond to the bulk. The angle dependence of the intensity suggests that this is the lower-binding-energy component [25] , qualitatively similar to the variation at E F in Fig. 1(a) . Hence the lineshape and position at lower binding energy suggest that the bulk is metallic. The larger intensity, symmetric lineshape, and higher binding energy suggest preliminarily that the second component is due to an insulating surface layer, a point which we develop further below. Fig. 2(c) shows that the valence data can be modelled reasonably well by taking the C 1s line as an empirical model for the doublet pattern already identified, guided by the pure C 60 valence spectrum as in Fig. 1(b) , thus further supporting the hypothesis that the spectrum is a composite of at least two subspectra. Notably, the minor peak at about 2.9 eV in K 3 C 60 is reproduced automatically, as are the overall intensity relationships.
How would such an insulating surface phase arise? A key point was raised in Ref. [18] , that the surface termination can only take one of several allowed configurations, to avoid setting up unphysically-large electric fields in the sample. Those authors proposed an average charge per fulleride at the surface of -1.5 or -2.5 as likely possibilities; based on the fact that K 3 C 60 films are quite nonreactive in UHV, we make the ansatz that -1.5 is correct, since only this termination places all K ions below a surface C 60 layer. An average fulleride charge of -1.5 corresponds to equal populations of fulleride ions at -1 and -2 in the surface layer. All sites are equivalent due to the symmetry of the K and C 60 layers below, so that these charges can fluctuate [22] . Fig. 3 illustrates allowed, highly-ordered distributions, which would be either one of two kinds of charge density waves. All sites are equivalent due to the symmetry of the K and C 60 layers below, so that these charges can fluctuate.
Due to the fact that the surface layer is not a bipartite lattice, the charge distribution can adopt much less ordered structures without energy cost. Considering the transport properties of such a layer, note that an electron hopping from a doubly-to singly-charged molecular site does not incur the net cost U , the on-site correlation energy incurred for transfer between sites of like charge [8] . Instead, the nearest-neighbor correlation, V , dominates. [26] Transition I is the lowest energy transfer of an electron in an ordered domain, (A) or (B), which removes the electron from all possibility of interacting with the starting site, thus corresponding to a fundamental excita-tion over the (correlation-induced) gap at the surface. The transfer to a nearest-neighbor singly-charged site involves a net barrier of V , i.e., the energy of a charge transfer exciton in such a domain, whereas a transfer like I shown in Fig. 3 would require excitation by 2 V , corresponding to the minimum transport gap. In a lower-symmetry configuration, transitions such as II are enabled, in this case without energy cost, making such configurations in principle metallic [18] . However, the latter transitions will have a low probability, because of the weak transfer integral corresponding to a minimum pathlength of two fullerene spacings, suggesting that the surface could retain much of the insulator aspects of the ordered domains even in this case. Furthermore, there is very little intensity at E F from the larger peak obtained in the analysis of Fig. 2(a) , suggesting empirically that metallic configurations in the surface layer are sparse.
This model of the electronic structure has measurable consequences in PES. We take the single-particle energy difference between singly-and doubly-occupied LUMO orbitals to be negligible, and note that the energies of photoelectrons extracted from these two kinds of sites incorporate terms in U and V , given by the difference in the initial and final state configurations [22] . In an ordered domain, these terms give U + 8V for a doubly-occupied site, and 10V for a singly-occupied site, for a difference of U − 2V , with the doubly-occupied site at higher energy. Taking the values of U (1.1 eV) and V (0.35 eV) for negatively-charged molecules [26] , this yields a separation of 0.4 eV. This result will remain valid in the simplest approximation for PES out of all orbitals on a molecule, since a hole in a deeper level will neutralize one charge in the LUMO when considering the correlation energies, much as the hole-hole interaction is only weakly dependent on the choice of orbital [27] . Hence the ordered surface should yield two almost identical spectra split by approximately 0.4 eV, with broadening of the spectra to the extent that electronic disorder exists (config. case (c) of 3. This provides a natural explanation for the broad surface component found in the C 1s and deeper valence bands, suggesting that it itself is a doublet, with sub-peaks of equal intensity.
The LUMO-derived conduction band remains to be understood, although we expect three components just as for the other bands. Because the LUMO is partially occupied, the intensity of each component will be scaled according to the instantaneous local electron population. Thus, the bulk layers whose spectrum starts at E F are scaled by a factor of 3, the doubly-charged sites located somewhat below E F are scaled by a factor of 2, and the singly-charged sites located about 0.4 eV further from E F by a factor of 1. To model these effects, we take the line profile of Ref. [28] as a first order approximation of the lineshape for bulk K 3 C 60 [6] , and model the plasmon coupling according to Ref. [16] . We use the C 1s analysis to give the overall surface to bulk intensity ratio, and to place the surface components, noting that they should be symmetrically arranged about the center of the total surface contribution, which in turn lies at about E F −0.8 eV.
Starting from the intensity ratio found there at each of the two emission angles, we apply the scaling factors, and include these additional two lines, as shown in Fig. 4 . We see that the model spectra produced in this manner reflect all major features of the experiment, including the angle dependence of Fig. 1(a) . This lends strong support to the relatively simple model of the spectrum suggested earlier [16] .
The present results provide natural explanations for the broad features in the deeper bands of K 3 C 60 , and the uniquely different lineshape of the LUMO band in comparison; this result is strongly supported by a bulk measurement of the density-of-states using x-ray emisson [29] . Other open questions can also be resolved. For instance, the common temperature- [14] and [18] dopingdependence of the intensity of the Fermi edge and the first shoulder of the HOMO-derived band follow from the fact that they are both features of triply-charged bulk molecules. More importantly, there is no need to invoke the proximity-effect to explain the opening of a BCS-like gap in the PES spectrum [11] , since the states near E F reflect the bulk.
These results thereby resolve long-standing as well as recent conflicts between the theoretical consensus and experimental pictures of the alkali fulleride high temperature superconducting compounds. The present model of the LUMO-derived conduction band in the bulk is seen to describe the density-of-states near E F semiquantitatively, and is quite similar to that directly observed for a K-doped monolayer [6] , suggesting that the differences between these systems are subtler than previously suspected. It remains to be seen if the band dispersion of the bulk states can be measured at a level comparable to a monolayer [6] , but would provide a more direct view of the fulleride superconductor electronic states, directly probing the effects of the stronger correlations expected [30] and three-dimensional character.
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Data Fig. 4 . Simulation of the LUMO-derived lineshape based on the analysis in Fig. 2 , and the energetics of PES implied by Fig. 3 , as described in the text.
